ABSTRACT Neural Crest Cells (NCCs) are transient multipotent migratory cells that derive from the embryonic neural crest which is itself derived from the margin of the neural tube. DNA repair genes are expressed in the early stages of mammalian development to reduce possible replication errors and genotoxic damage. Some birth defects and cancers are due to inappropriate or defective DNA repair machinery, indicating that the proper functioning of DNA repair genes in the early stages of fetal development is essential for maintaining DNA integrity. We performed a genome-wide expression analysis combining laser capture microdissection (LCM) and highdensity oligo-microarray of murine NCCs at pre-migratory embryonic days 8.5 (E8.5), and at E13.5, as well as on neural crest-derived cells from the adrenal medulla at postnatal day 90. We found 11 genes involved in DNA repair activity (response to DNA damage stimulus, DNA damage checkpoint, base-excision repair, mismatch repair), over-expressed in the early stages of mouse embryo development. Expression of these 11 genes was very low or undetectable in the differentiated adrenal medulla of the adult mouse. Amongst the 11 genes, 6 had not been previously reported as being over-expressed during mouse embryonic development. High expression of DNA repair genes in enriched NCCs during early embryonic development may contribute to maintaining DNA integrity whilst failure of some of these genes may be associated with the onset of genetic disease and cancer. Our model of enriched murine NCCs and neural crest-derived cells can be used to elucidate the key roles of genes during normal embryonic development and in cancer pathogenesis.
Introduction
In mammals the Neural Crest (NC) is an embryonic structure derived from the margin of the neural tube, which generates different cell and tissue types, including NCCs (Gammill and Bronner-Fraser, 2003) . NCCs are a transient and intriguing multipotent migratory cell population, composed mainly of multipotent cells whose fate is determined before their migration by environmental factors and by pre-committed cells. NCCs can be classified according to the four functional domains of the NC from which they originate, namely, the cranial (cephalic) neural root ganglia (DRG) and adrenal medulla (AM) cells (Le Dourain and Kalcheim, 1999) . The remaining TNC cells migrate dorsolaterally under the surface ectoderm and become pigment producing melanocytes. The complex patterns of gene expression associated with pre-migratory NCCs and post-migratory NCCderived cells can be used to obtain information about gene categories that are down-or up-regulated during development.
During embryonic life, NCCs differentiate and migrate in response to several environmental signals. The maintenance of genomic integrity is essential for their correct development. DNA damage caused by genotoxic agents (Frosina, 2000; Dusre et al. 1989) , occurring after gamete formation and before postnatal life may impair genomic integrity and gene expression (Jaroudi and SenGupta, 2007) . The DNA repair machinery is a complex system comprising several genes involved in diverse processes including error-prone repair, base-excision repair and mismatch repair. These processes are activated in response to DNA damage stimuli. Failure of one or more DNA repair pathways is a frequent catalyst for carcinogenesis.
The study of molecular crosstalk between different cell types within a tissue can be greatly facilitated by the use of laser capture microdissection (LCM). The LCM technique allows for the efficient isolation of single cells with no or very little contamination from surrounding tissue components, simultaneously leaving the intracellular structure and molecules intact (Hergenhahn M, 2003) .
In this study, we utilized LCM and high-density oligonucleotide microarrays to identify genes involved in DNA repair mechanisms in embryonic and adult mice. We analyzed the gene expression profiles of pre-migratory enriched NCCs during the early stages of development and of post-migratory differentiated NCC-derived cells. In this way, we identified a number of novel DNA repair genes that were highly expressed in early developmental stages. The efficacy of the experimental approach was confirmed by the concomitant identification of previously reported DNA repair genes.
Data providing a comprehensive expression profile of DNA repair genes during the early stages of embryonic development are currently incomplete due to the limited number of available cells. The hypothesis that mammalian NCCs exhibit higher DNA repair activity than differentiated cells is supported in the literature (Jaroudi and SenGupta, 2007; Vinson and Hales, 2002; Tichy and Stambrook, 2008; Saretzki et al. 2004) . In fact, failure of DNA repair genes is associated with several syndromes and malignances that arise in the perinatal age: neuroblastomas, Wilms tumor, embryonic rhabdomyosarcoma, medulloblastomas, medulloepithelioma, ependymoblastoma, medullomyoblastoma (MacDonald, 2008) .
Previously, the expression of DNA repair genes in mouse embryonic NCCs was studied, in part, by a single-gene approach and by low-density microarray (Buchstaller et al. 2004) . Here instead, we used LCM and a high-density oligo-microarray to characterize NCCs. Furthermore, it has been shown that mouse embryonic stem cells are more resistant to DNA damage than differentiated cells indicating that DNA surveillance by DNA repair genes decreases during cell maturation (Saretzki et al. 2004) .
With the identification of molecular pathways involved in tumorigenesis, novel models of human carcinogenesis have been developed to further our understanding, evaluate potential therapies, and ultimately impact on patient outcome. Mouse models have significantly contributed to defining the molecular events underlying many human cancers. The mouse was therefore a useful model to study the temporal expression of DNA repair genes during embryonic development and together with microarray technology, enabled the identification of differentially expressed genes belonging to specific DNA repair pathways and biological processes.
We discovered 11 DNA repair genes that were most highly expressed at pre-migratory E8.5 in enriched NCCs. The expression of 6 out of 11 genes has not been previously reported in the context of mouse embryology. Most of the 11 genes decreased drastically in expression in the AM of adult P90 stage mice compared to NCCs collected at post-migratory E13.5. For this reason, we believe that the correct functioning of DNA repair genes in the early stages of embryonic development is essential for the DNA damage response and for subsequent embryo formation. Our study indicates that the DNA repair machinery is predominantly active in the early phase of embryogenesis and its failure, during this time, may play a crucial role in the initial steps of carcinogenesis.
Results

Neural crest cell identification and isolation
NCCs were analyzed in the trunk portion of mouse embryos between somite 10 and 28 at E8.5 (Fig. 1A (i) ), at E13.5 ( 
NUMBER OF GENES FOUND DIFFERENTIALLY EXPRESSED BY SAM ANALYSIS AND GENE CATEGORIES FOUND BY EASE ANALYSIS
The table shows the total number of genes differentially expressed between pre-migratory E8.5 and post-migratory E13.5 (developmental stages) and between post-migratory E13.5 and adult P90 AM (3 months old mouse) using SAM analysis (A). Fig. 1 , panels A (i), B (i) and C (i). The external cortical zone and the AM cells of the AG in the adult mouse were clearly resolvable using an optical microscope ( Fig. 1 C (ii) ). LCM was used to precisely isolate a sufficient amount of enriched populations of pre-migratory NCCs (E8.5), post-migratory NCC-derived cells (E13.5) and adult AM cells (P90). Figs. 1A (ii) and 1A (iii) show pre-migratory NCCs in the dorsal part of the NT at E8.5 before and after laser cutting. Post-migratory NCCs were observed in the DRG at E13.5 after NT closure ( Fig. 1B (ii)) and they were isolated by LCM in the dorsal portion of mouse embryos ( Fig. 1B (ii) and Fig. 1B (iii) ). Differentiated AM cells were captured by cutting the inner part of the mouse adrenal gland at P90 (Fig. 1C (ii) and Fig. 1C (iii) ). To date the combined use of LCM technology and microarray analysis has not been reported in relation to the analysis of mouse premigratory NCCs at E8.5, at post-migratory E13.5 and in the AM at P90.
Over-expression of neural crest cell markers
We found 8 genes (Nes, Neurog2, Pax3, Prom1, Sox9, Twist1, Zic1 and Zic5) , coding for markers of enriched pre-migratory NCCs at E8.5, of post-migratory NCC-derived cells at E13.5 and of adult AM cells at P90, whose expression was dramatically reduced during the three different stages examined (Fig. 2 ).
Neural crest cell gene expression profiling analysis
Gene expression profiles of microdissected enriched premigratory NCCs at E8.5 and post-migratory E13.5 NCCs during embryonic development and NCC-derived cells in adult P90 AM tissue were obtained by using high-density oligonucleotide microarrays. Analysis of the gene expression data was performed using SAM (Significance Analysis of Microarrays; see Supplementary Table 1 ). We observed that the number of genes differentially expressed between pre-migratory E8.5 and post-migratory E13.5 was higher than that expressed between post-migratory E13.5 and P90 adult AM stage; a total of 498 genes were found to be differentially expressed between pre-migratory E8.5 and post-migratory E13.5, whereas 176 genes were differentially expressed between E13.5 and P90 ( 
DNA repair gene over-expression
Our gene expression data showed that 11 DNA repair genes (Apex1, Chaf1b, Chek1, Clspn, Eme1, Ercc6l, Exo1, Rad18, Recc1, Ris2 and Uhrf1) were over-expressed in enriched premigratory NCCs at E8.5 and that the expression of these genes decreases remarkably in adult P90 stage in the AM compared to NCCs collected at post-migratory E13.5 (Fig. 3) . Moreover, six genes (Chek1, Clspn, Eme1, Exo1, Recc1 and Uhrf1) have not been previously reported as over-expressed in mouse embryos. Chaf1b, Clspn, Ercc6l, Recc1 and Ris2 are involved in Nucleotide Excision Repair (NER), Apex1 and Uhrf1 in Base Excision Repair (BER), Eme1 in Homologous Recombination (HR), Exo1 in Mismatch Repair (MMR), Chek1 in DNA damage response and Rad18 in the Rad6 pathway (Table 2) .
We validated the expression of the 11 DNA repair genes by quantitative real-time PCR (QRT-PCR) that confirmed the temporal trend revealed by the transcriptome analysis results (Table 2) . Notably, only Rad18 and Ris2 maintained constant expression 
Neural crest cell pathway analysis
A large number of genes was found to be over-expressed in pre-migratory E8.5 NCCs compared to post-migratory E13.5 and adult P90 AM cells, showing that during embryonic development global gene expression in NCCs is generally higher than in late stages of development. Pathway analysis on differentially expressed genes showed the following: in pre-migratory E8.5 stage, 3 genes involved in apoptosis, 13 involved in the cell cycle, DNA replication and G1 to S transition, 11 genes involved in the mRNA processing pathway, 5 genes involved in the ubiquitin pathway; in post-migratory E13.5 stage, 9 genes involved in apoptosis, 2 genes involved in the cell cycle, DNA replication and G1 to S transition pathways, 6 genes involved in mRNA processing pathway, 3 genes involved in the ubiquitin pathway; in adult P90 AM stage: 3 genes involved in apoptosis, only one gene involved in the mRNA processing pathway and no genes involved in the cell cycle, DNA replication or the ubiquitin pathway.
Discussion
To determine differentially expressed DNA repair genes in pre-migratory and postmigratory trunk NCCs during embryonic mouse development and in postnatal life, we performed gene expression profiling of specific murine tissues. LCM and microarray analysis were combined for the analysis of enriched NCC populations at pre-and postmigratory stages E8.5 and E13.5, respectively, and in adult AM cells at P90. To our knowledge this is the first application of LCM to isolate enriched populations of trunk NCCs in pre and post-migratory stages of the mouse embryo and in differentiated AM cells for use in gene expression profiling studies.
The temporal gene expression level of all between E13.5 and P90 (Table 1 panel A) . The different gene numbers found by SAM analysis suggest that NCCs of early embryonic stages (E8.5) are highly enriched for genes involved in molecular and cellular processes compared to those of later embryonic stages (E13.5) and of adult stage (P90). Based on these results, we can argue that most NCCs at E8.5 are involved in cellular processes like cell duplication and cell proliferation that occur normally during NC development. GO analysis was then performed in order to find classes of genes normally expressed during mouse embryonic development and in adult life stages. Table 1 B shows that genes upregulated in the E8.5 versus E13.5 comparison fell in gene categories (that reached an EASE score higher than 0.05), belonging to DNA replication, cell proliferation, cell cycle and cell growth and/or maintenance mechanisms. In down-regulated gene categories, there were genes belong to cell adhesion, cell communication and cell-to-cell signaling. From these observations, we can postulate that NCCs in E8.5 stage are more prone to proliferation, replication and growth rather than communication and signaling with each other. Conversely, Table 1 C shows that there are up-regulated genes in the E13.5 versus P90 comparison and that these genes are involved in development, neurogenesis and organogenesis. This could reflect the organ formation processes in which E13.5 NCCs are involved during murine development. Down-regulated gene categories for this comparison belong to steroid, hormone and lipid biosynthesis pathways thus verifying that AM cells isolated by LCM were enriched of typical chromaffin cells that secrete adrenaline, noradrenaline and endogenous ligands or specifically, endorphins.
Pathway analysis results obtained from enriched pre-migratory NCCs, post-migratory NCC-derived cells and P90 adult AM 8 neural crest cell markers (Nes, Neurog2, Pax3, Prom1, Sox9, Twist1, Zic1 and Zic5) , was in agreement with their already wellknown physiological expression in the mouse. In fact, we observed a general decrease in gene expression levels at successive stages of development, from the early mouse embryo to the adult mouse (Fig. 2) . In particular, we found two transcription factors, Neurog2 and Sox9, whose expression levels remained low and unaltered in enriched NCCs at E13.5 compared to NCCderived cells in adult P90 cells (fuchsia and violet lines, respectively, in Fig. 2 ). Neurog2 is a key determinant of a dynamic network that is involved in the transcriptional control of embryonic stem cell self-renewal (Sansom et al. 2009 ), whilst Sox9 with other Sox proteins, regulates NC development and is required for mouse adrenal gland development (Reiprich et al. 2008) . We can therefore speculate that the low but constant gene expression in post-migratory E13.5 stage and in adult P90 AM cells of Neurog2 and Sox9 is a consequence of their function in normal NC development.
The decreasing gene expression levels of 8 neural crest cell markers during embryonic development and in adult stage, confirmed that we were efficient in isolating an enriched population of pre and post-migratory NCCs in mouse embryos and of differentiated NCC-derived cells in adult mouse. Our results relating to NCCs markers are in agreement with those of Buchstaller et al. (2004) , who used a different approach to screen a small population of NCCs in early and late stages of transgenic mouse development.
Analysis of the microarray data using SAM analysis (see Supplementary Table 1 ) showed a total of 498 genes to be differentially expressed between pre-migratory E8.5 and postmigratory E13.5, whereas 176 genes were differentially expressed Gene expression data showed that 11 DNA repair genes (Apex1, Chaf1b, Chek1, Clspn, Eme1, Ercc6l, Exo1, Rad18, Recc1, Ris2 and Uhrf1) were overexpressed in enriched pre-migratory NCCs at E8.5 and that their expression decreased markedly at postmigratory E13.5, and even further in P90 adult AM (Fig.  3) . Notably, DNA repair pathways in which the 11 overexpressed genes are involved are as follows: Nucleotide Excision Repair (NER): Chaf1b, Clspn, Ercc6l, Recc1 and Ris2; Base Excision Repair (BER): Apex1 and Uhrf1; Homologous Recombination (HR): Eme1; Mismatch Repair (MMR): Exo1; DNA damage response: Chek1, and in the Rad6 pathway, Rad18. Taken together our results indicate that pre-migratory NCCs at early E8.5 stage are likely to use NER for DNA repair even ifÄavailable data from conflicting reports (Tichy and Stambrook, 2008; Maynard et al. 2008) do not fully clarify the dominant mechanism of DNA repair in premigratory NCCs versus post-migratory and differentiated NCCs.
Noteworthy, Rad18 and Ris2 genes maintained constant expression levels at E13.5 and at P90 stages (Fig. 3 , dark blue and turquoise lines, respectively).
Rad18 has been shown to be involved in transmit-ting the damage response signal to orchestrate homologous recombination repair (HRR) (Huang et al. 2009 ) and, moreover, it contributes to the maintenance of genomic stability through post-replication repair in RAD18 knockout mouse embryonic stem cells (Tateishi et al. 2003) . The Ris2 gene (also called Cdt1) is probably the most important target for DNA damage in higher eukaryotes (Tada, 2007) . Its mechanism of action has been described by Spella et al. (2007) . Cdt1 is abundantly expressed by neural progenitor cells during early mouse neurogenesis and its expression level declines at late developmental stages becoming undetectable upon differentiation.
We can therefore hypothesize that the constant gene expression of Rad18 and Ris2 DNA repair genes in post-migratory NCCs at E13.5 and at P90 in adult AM cells is critical for maintaining the genomic stability of NCCs. The constant gene expression values observed for Rad18 and Ris2 in post-migratory E13.5 and P90 adult AM cells can explain why we did not find them differentially expressed in SAM analysis.
One interesting DNA repair gene observed as differentially expressed in our microarray analysis of NCCs model is Apex1 (Apurinic/apyrimidinic (AP) multifunctional DNA repair enzyme 1). Apex1 has the highest expression level of the 11 DNA repair genes (blue line with rhombus in top part of Fig. 3) , and belongs to the BER pathway. Concerning this gene, in their review, Vinson and Hales (2002) , discussed several papers reporting the over-expression of Apex1 in mouse embryonic NCCs. In fact, Vinson and Hales summarized the up-regulation of several DNA repair genes during mouse development as critical steps during mammalian organogenesis. In addition, two articles (Ono et al. 1995; Wilson et al. 1996) have shown that Apex1 is one of the DNA repair genes whose expression is temporally regulated during the lifetime of an organism. Indeed, the major conclusions of these two above reports were that Apex1 stimulates the DNA binding activity of numerous transcription factors that are involved in cancer promotion and progression such as: AP-1 (Fos/Jun), NFÍB, HIF-1, CREB and p53 (Fishel and Kelley, 2007) . This result suggests that Apex1 is a candidate gene involved in tumor initiation.
Furthermore, Saretzki et al. (2004) reported that expression of some DNA repair genes was down-regulated during the early stages of differentiation of murine embryonic stem cells by using microarrays and reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR). These authors identified several genes involved in cellular responses to stress and in DNA repair pathways that were down-regulated during the differentiation of ES cells. Amongst the 11 DNA repair genes that we observed as over-expressed in early embryonic stages, Recc1 had the third highest expression (light blue line in Fig. 3 ). Recc1 has been described as a DNA polymerase accessory protein required for the coordinated synthesis of both DNA strands during SV40 DNA replication in vitro (Uchiumi et al. 1996) . It was found that the large subunit of Recc1 binds to DNA sequence repeats of telomeres. Finally, the down-regulation of Recc1 during NCC differentiation found here is in agreement with the observations of 3 other investigators (Buchstaller J, 2004; Hiyama E, 1995; Schmitt H, 1994) . This suggests that the deregulation of Recc1 in NCCs can contribute to cancer initiation.
Eme1, another down-regulated gene, plays a key role in DNA repair and the maintenance of genome integrity in mammalian cells (Abraham et al. 2003) , supporting our result on the high expression in pre-migratory NCCs at E8.5 and in postmigratory NCCs at E13.5 with subsequent decreasing expression at P90 in adult AM cells. Uhrf1, also known as NP95 in mouse and ICBP90 in human, was shown to be almost completely colocalized with chromatinbound PCNA throughout the nuclei in early S phase and also partly in mid-S phase (Muto et al. 2002) . Furthermore, Bostick et al. (2007) , demonstrated that NP95 functions as a common component of multiple response pathways for DNA damage and that this gene plays some role in the maintenance of genomic stability.
Our results therefore provide novel and supportive data relating to previous observations (Vinson and Hales, 2002; Buchstaller et al. 2004) , of a temporal down-regulation of DNA repair genes during mouse development and in adult life. Thus, the over-expression of DNA repair genes during the early phases of embryonic life strongly support the hypothesis that this class of genes contributes to the genomic stability and maintenance system of somatic cells. In fact, premature decreases in the expression of DNA repair genes may result in increased DNA damage and consequently cancer pathogenesis. With respect to this, Kennedy and D'Andrea (2006) reported that pediatric cancer susceptibility syndromes are strictly associated with the failure of DNA repair genes. It is therefore possible that the deregulation of DNA repair genes initiates carcinogenesis.
In conclusion, we discovered 11 DNA repair genes to be the most highly expressed in pre-migratory E8.5 enriched NCCs. The expression of 6 of these 11 genes has not been previously reported in mouse embryology. Furthermore, most of the 11 genes decreased drastically in expression of adult P90 (in the AM), compared to NCCs collected at post-migratory E13.5. For this reason, we believe that a correct activity of DNA repair genes in the early stages of embryo development is an essential condition to ensure the physiological process of DNA damage response and embryonic formation. Moreover, because different reports have shown that early NCCs have a higher capacity to repair damaged DNA compared to differentiated cells, these data collectively suggest that transcriptional profiling of pre-and post-migratory NCCs needs to be further refined in order to permit researchers to better understand the role of DNA repair genes in the biology of cancer pathogenesis steps. We therefore strongly recommend the use of enriched pre-migratory NCCs and post-migratory NCC-derived cells as models to investigate the key roles of DNA repair genes in cancers with an underlying NCC-related pathogenesis for gene therapy development. Moreover, as the use of microdissected enriched pre-migratory NCCs and post-migratory NCC-derived cells allowed us to identify selected DNA repair genes at the transcriptional level, we believe that this model could be used to perform functional studies of preferred embryonic and adult tissue cells.
Finally, we report here the first gene expression profiling analysis of E8.5 and E13.5 mouse embryonic NCCs and P90 AM-derived cells using LCM and high-density oligo-microarray. From the present work we have generated a NCCs and NCCderived cells gene expression database that can be utilized by the scientific community to further investigate the role of gene(s) involved in embryonic development mechanisms.
In vitro and in vivo functional studies currently being performed in our laboratory to understand better the roles of the 11 DNA repair genes discussed here in relation to mouse development and to the initiation of carcinogenesis.
